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*4 innings per game. 2 outs per inning. Extra innings will start with a runner on 2nd base. Home 
team bats last. After each round, an inning is added. (Round 2= 5 innings, Round 3 =6 innings) 
Bracket placement, arrangement of uneven number of teams, and tie breakers will be at the 
discretion of Jace Kandle.
*Hits:
1b:  A dropped line drive that arguably could have traveled in the air past the 1b line, a ball that rolls 1b:  A dropped line drive that arguably could have traveled in the air past the 1b line, a ball that rolls 
past the 1b line or rolls to HR fence if 1b line not present, a ball that travles beyond the 1b line in the 
air and lands before the fence.
2b: Ball hit off first level of homerun fence.
3b: Ball hit off second level of homerun fence.
HR: Ball hit over the homerun fence.
No Walks. Batters may not catch the ball or deliberately hinder a ball from hitting strike zone object.
Ghost runners advance the number of bases that the hitter reaches.Ghost runners advance the number of bases that the hitter reaches.
*Outs:
1. Hit ball that breaks 10 ft threshold and does not reach fence or base hit line. Dropped line drives 
shall count as hits. Dropped pop ups will count as hits if they are in questionable vicinity to base hit 
line/ HR fence.  Ground balls prevented from passing hit line shall be considered outs. A part of the 
fielder’s body can be inconsequentially in 1b territory so long as the ball unquestionably does not 
reach 1b line. 
2.Ball caught in the air.2.Ball caught in the air.
3. Strike out. 2 strikes. A “foul out” shall only occur if 4 fouls have been hit at an at bat.
*Pitching:
Pitchers must slow pitch. Pitchers are allowed one fast pitch per at bat.  A strike is defined as a 
foul, swing and miss, and pitches that hit any part the strike zone. 2 strikes= out. 4  foul balls is an 
out.
*Pitchers will change every inning until every player has pitched a complete inning.  After every *Pitchers will change every inning until every player has pitched a complete inning.  After every 
pitcher has pitched a complete inning, you are free to pitch whoever you like.
* Pitchers must stand in the pitching mound area, at least 30 ft from the batter.
Fielding:
*Balls that hit leaves or branches can still be caught for outs so long as the ball’s contact does not 
deaden the ball’s progress. Balls caught that bounce off the HR wall are still doulbles or triples.
*Only pure 32 inch yellow wiffleball bats may be used and cannot be filled with sand or marked *Only pure 32 inch yellow wiffleball bats may be used and cannot be filled with sand or marked 
with tape.

10 foot foul line


